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future health. This study contributes to the evidence base by examining changes in mental
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well-being associated with the One Body One Life (OBOL) healthy lifestyle programme in a
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community setting in the West Midlands.
Study design: Quantitative, before and after the evaluation.
Methods: We conducted a before and after study of the lifestyle intervention ‘OBOL’, a multi
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component intervention that includes exercise and healthy eating education. Mental well-

Fruit and vegetable consumption

being was measured with the WarwickeEdinburgh Mental Well-being Scale. Physical ac-

Physical activity

tivity and fruit and vegetable consumption were self-reported. Measures were collected

Mental well-being

before and after the 12-week intervention and three months post completion. Non-

Mental health

parametric tests were used to assess differences between groups, and linear mixed

Lifestyle intervention

models were used to assess change over time.
Results: Four hundred and eighty-one (81% of attendees) adult participants completed a
valid WarwickeEdinburgh Mental Well-being Scale before starting OBOL; of whom, 63.8%
completed the WarwickeEdinburgh Mental Well-being Scale immediately post intervention and 25.2% at three months. Mental well-being levels increased significantly (P < 0.001)
over the course of the intervention and were sustained at the three-month follow-up
(baseline median WarwickeEdinburgh Mental Well-being Scale score ¼ 48 [interquartile
range 41e55], completion ¼ 53 [interquartile range 46e57], 3-month follow-up ¼ 52
[interquartile range 46e56]). Change in mental well-being was clinically significant after
accounting for age and gender. Changes in both fruit and vegetable consumption and
physical activity appeared to explain some but not all of the variation in mental well-being.
Conclusion: We found significant improvements in mental well-being among participants
directly after the intervention which were sustained at the three-month follow-up. These
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findings contribute to a growing body of knowledge on the contribution of lifestyle interventions to promoting and sustaining mental well-being.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of The Royal Society for Public
Health. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction
The Foresight Report on Mental Capital and Well-being1 made
a powerful case, on economic and health grounds, for the
promotion of positive mental health and well-being partly on
the grounds that it is protective of future health.2,3 This report,
coupled with the development of valid and reliable measures
of mental well-being,4,5 has fuelled the development of UK
policy relating to mental well-being6 and research to identify
effective interventions.
Mental well-being and positive mental health are regarded
as synonymous, but the former term has gained more traction
in public health practice in the UK because general and clinical populations relate to it more readily than to the term
positive mental health. Both terms describe a state of positive
affect and psychological functioning. Positive affect includes
emotions like happiness, calm, contentment or satisfaction
with life; positive functioning includes capabilities like autonomy, motivation, engagement and positive relationships.
Self-acceptance and self-confidence are important components of mental well-being which include features of both
affect and functioning.7,8 The term mental health has been
used in many ways; we use it here to refer to the spectrum of
mental health from problems and disorders to well-being.
There are strong theoretical reasons to believe that healthy
lifestyle programmes, which aim to increase physical activity
and improve diet, could improve mental well-being. This
perspective is reflected in UK public health outcomes framework.6,9 Physical activity has been shown to improve mental
health in general and clinical populations,10e18 although the
majority of the latter studies use measures of mental illness,
which may lack sensitivity to detect change in mental wellbeing10,17,18 and limit usefulness for universal, communitybased interventions. Several studies have shown a close
epidemiological association between fruit and vegetable
consumption and mental health (both illness and wellbeing)19,20 and a small number have provided some evidence
suggesting causality.21,22 In addition, group-based activities
and skilled facilitator support could improve mental wellbeing via reduction in social isolation, increase in peer support, increase in self-acceptance through sharing of problems
and acceptance by group, and increase in self-esteem from
managing to change.23e25 Preliminary research on healthy
lifestyle interventions has suggested improvements in mental
well-being as measured by the WarwickeEdinburgh Mental
Well-being Scale (WEMWBS).26
The evaluation of health promoting interventions offered
on an open access basis in community settings can be more
complex than evaluation of treatments for illness in clinical
settings. Recruitment to programmes can be difficult and

difficulty can be enhanced by the study setting. It is more
difficult to achieve complete control over the environment
and usually impossible to achieve ‘blinding’ for participants.
In addition, interventions which require personal engagement
for success may be influenced negatively by the controlled
setting of trials.27 Observational studies of interventions in
natural settings therefore play a role in the development of
public health policy.28
This study aimed to investigate the extent of change in
mental well-being associated with the One Body One Life
(OBOL) healthy lifestyle programme and to assess the extent
to which any change was mediated by lifestyle change. OBOL
was offered in Coventry, England, on an open access basis
following general publicity, providing the opportunity for a
pragmatic observational study. The main components of
OBOL are increasing fruit and vegetable consumption and
physical activity; recent evaluation has shown significant increases in physical activity and fruit and vegetable consumption, and small but significant decreases in body mass
index (BMI)/BMI percentile among adults and children.29

Method
Description of the intervention
OBOL is a 12-week family-based intervention designed to create
lifestyle behaviour change through education and activity
sessions for any age group.29 The programme was developed by
the ‘Be Active Be Healthy’ team within Coventry City Council,
using NICE Clinical Guideline 4330 in response to the ‘Choosing
Health: Making healthy choices easier’ White Paper.31 It is
underpinned by the standard tools derived from behaviour
change theory for weight management including goal-setting,
self-monitoring and relapse prevention.32 The programme
maintains a strong emphasis on being ‘fun and interactive’.
Courses were delivered in a community setting by qualified
coaches using a behavioural approach to change. Coaches
were qualified to Register of Exercise Professionals level 3 on
the Exercise Referral Qualification. Each course includes
12  90-min weekly sessions divided into a 45-min exercise
focussing on gently improving fitness using basketball, netball,
football (soccer), rounders, dance and Tai Chi, and a 45-min
workshop on healthy eating including healthy eating tips
and demonstrations, health checks and motivational coaching
to improve expectations and identify readiness for change.29
Participants were recruited from the local population using
media publicity (local radio and newsprint), GP ‘referral’ and
posters in community centres and gathering places. All those
presenting were included provided they had no pre-existing
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heart conditions and had signed a waiver and consent form
stating so.

Recruitment
All adults (aged 16þ years) who attended an OBOL course
from April 2011 to April 2012 were invited to take part in the
evaluation by members of the OBOL team who offered them
information about the study and its purpose and gained
written consent.

Sample size
A sample size estimation based on published change data
using WEMWBS was undertaken.26,33 We used G*Power to
estimate sample size with a ¼ 0.05, 90% power and a moderate
effect size (0.5) for paired t tests.34 This resulted in an estimated 44 participants needed to demonstrate change. The
number agreeing to take part in the evaluation exceeded this
estimate by a factor of 10, and we maximised the use of this
sample because the study on which it was based26 included a
range of community-based studies that saw a wide range of
sample and effect sizes. We used this as a guide, because there
were no directly applicable interventions from which we
could draw the most accurate sample size estimate. Based on
previous waves of OBOL,29 high dropout rates and low followup was anticipated. Finally, the larger sample allowed for sub
group analysis with less likelihood of committing a Type II
error. We defined clinically important/meaningful change to
be 3 or more WEMWBS points.26

Evaluation design
The evaluation was developed using the Standard Evaluation
Framework for Weight Management Interventions recommended by the National Obesity Observatory.35 Data were
collected at three time points by the OBOL team: before the
first session (baseline/T1), after the last session at 12 weeks
(completion/T2) and three months after the completion of the
last session (follow-up/T3). Baseline and completion data
were collected using a questionnaire at the first and last weeks
of the intervention. Participants were invited back to complete
a follow-up questionnaire at three months. Participants who
did not attend in person were followed up by OBOL staff via
phone and post.

Measures
Mental well-being was measured using WEMWBS.5 WEMWBS
is a positively worded 14-item scale covering affective and
psychological functioning constructs of mental well-being
which has been found to be valid and reliable in diverse
populations of people aged 13 to 75þ years.5,36e38 Scores are
derived from summing responses to a 5-point Likert-type
scale and range from 14 to 70 with high scores representing
greater mental well-being. Population reference data from the
Health Survey for England report median WEMWBS scores of
53 for adult (16þ years old) men and women.39
WEMWBS was incorporated into an existing OBOL evaluation questionnaire addressing behaviours and attitudes to

physical activity, healthy eating, general well-being and
standard demographic questions.
Physical activity and walking were self-reported (number
of episodes of physical activity or walking of at least 30 min
per week). Fruit and vegetable consumption was self-reported
using the question: ‘on a typical day, how much fruit and
vegetables do you eat (this can be dried, fresh, frozen or tinned; one portion is the same as a handful)’. This question is
similar to the Health Survey for England question on fruit and
vegetable consumption, except that OBOL asked about portions on a ‘typical day’ and Health Survey for England requests
the number of portions eaten in the last 24 h.40 Predefined
categories were used in both questions, and ranged from 0 to
5þ (either portions of fruits and vegetables consumed or episodes of physical activity).

Statistical analyses
Analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS, version 22.41
Descriptive analysis was undertaken using means and
standard deviations. Distribution of the difference between
time points was examined for normality using histograms,
normal QeQ plots, observed values outliers and the KolmogoroveSmirnov test. Chi-squared with Yate's correction
was used to determine whether differences between sociodemographic groups were significant. Unpaired t tests
were used to determine the statistical significance of differences between socio-demographic and baseline scores
for completing vs non-completing individuals and between
baseline-only participants and those completing the 3month post intervention follow-up, to examine if those
lost to follow-up were systematically different from those
included in the analysis. Inferential analysis was undertaken to identify change in WEMWBS over time, together
with statistical significance, and effect size of the change.33
Effect sizes were calculated using r ¼ Z/√N.42,43 Wilcoxon's
signed-rank test were used to assess significance. Median
WEMWBS scores and interquartile ranges are reported.
To assess change over time we fitted a linear mixed
model, with time as a categorical variable, and compared
baseline WEMWBS scores to 10e12 weeks scores (completion) and to six month scores (the 3-month follow-up). Individual profiles indicated similar increases for participants
from baseline to 10e12 weeks (approximately parallel profiles) and convergence to the same score for all participants
at six months so we fitted a random intercept term and a
random slope term for the difference between baseline and
six months/follow-up scores only. The fitted models also
adjusted for gender, age, fruit and vegetable consumption,
physical activity and walking.

Results
Participant characteristics
Of the 586 participants enrolled in OBOL, 481 had valid
WEMWBS scores at baseline (82%), 307 at completion (64% of
baseline) and 121 at follow-up three months after the
completion (39% of completing participants; 25.2% of those
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with scores at baseline). Eighty-one percent were women
and 26% were aged 35 to 44 years, but all ages were represented from 16 to 75þ years (Table 1). Differences in WEMWBS
scores between time points were not normally distributed,
therefore Wilcoxon's signed-rank test was used to assess
change between time points. We identified that those
answering ‘other’ as their ethnicity, or not giving an ethnicity,
were more likely not to complete OBOL completion and
follow-up questionnaires. There were no other statistically
significant socio-demographic differences identified. We did
not identify statistically significant differences between mean
baseline WEMWBS score among those who completed the
evaluation (T2) compared to those who did not (completers
WEMWBS ¼ 47.55 [SD 8.66] vs non-completers WEMWBS ¼
46.63 [SD 9.57], P ¼ 0.38) nor between non-completers and
those completing the 3-month post completion follow-up
(T3; WEMWBS ¼ 47.00 [SD 9.34], P ¼ 0.78). The data that we
have do not overall suggest differential loss to follow-up on
the basis of demographic grouping of age, gender or ethnicity,
or baseline WEMWBS scores.

Change in mental well-being, physical activity and fruit and
vegetable consumption over time
Median values of mental well-being and healthy lifestyle
variables at each time point for baseline (T1), completion (T2)
and the 3-month follow-up (T3) are reported in Table 2, using
data from all participants who completed WEMWBS between
T1 to T2, T2 to T3, and T1 to T3.

Changes in mental well-being in OBOL participants
Mental well-being levels increased significantly from baseline (median: 48, interquartile range (IQR) 41e55) to
completion (median: 53, IQR 46e57, P < 0.001; Table 2) with a
moderate effect size (0.51). Improvements in mental well-

being were sustained from completion to the 3-month
follow-up with no significant differences between scores
(P ¼ 0.45). Among those with data from baseline to the 3month follow-up, there was a similar effect size change in
levels of participant mental well-being (47e52, P < 0.001) as
observed from baseline to completion.

Healthy lifestyle variables
Significant increases in moderate physical activity (P < 0.001)
and in portions of fruits and vegetables consumed (P < 0.001)
were observed between baseline and completion (Table 2).
Fruit and vegetable consumption showed no significant
change (P ¼ 0.334) among participants from completion to
follow-up, but there was a significant decrease in frequency of
moderate physical activity (P ¼ 0.003) at this time.

Linear mixed models of the OBOL intervention on WEMWBS
scores
In the mixed effects models (Table 3), increases in mental
well-being remained significant at both time points after
adjusting for age and gender (model one): baseline to
completion (b ¼ 4.27, 95% confidence interval (CI): 3.39, 5.15,
P < 0.001) and baseline to follow-up (3-months post intervention; b ¼ 3.82, 95% CI: 2.55, 5.10, P < 0.001). Model two
(adjusting in addition for change in fruit and vegetable
consumption) and model three (adjusting for physical activity in addition to gender and age) show change in these
lifestyle variables to be accounting for some but not all of
the change in mental well-being. The extent of change
accounted for is greater for fruit and vegetable consumption
than for physical activity. Model four, in which all lifestyle
variables including walking are included, show that the
extent of change in WEMWBS accounted for by change in
fruit and vegetable consumption is largely independent of

Table 1 e One Body One Life (OBOL) participant characteristics.
Participant
characteristics
Total
Gender
Men
Women
Age in years
16e24
25e34
35e44
45e54
55e64
65e74
75þ
Ethnicity
White
Asian
Black
Mixed
Other/not given

N total
586
113
473
584
65
108
151
92
63
55
50
586
377
103
37
19
50

n valid @ baseline T1
481

n valid @ completion T2
307

n valid @ 3 m
follow-up T3
121

277

(19%)
(81%)

85 (18%)
396 (82%)

(11%)
(18%)
(26%)
(16%)
(11%)
(9%)
(9%)

54
92
129
75
51
42
38

(11%)
(19%)
(27%)
(16%)
(11%)
(9%)
(8%)

26
56
84
45
38
32
26

(9%)
(18%)
(27%)
(15%)
(12%)
(10%)
(9%)

10
22
39
14
17
10
9

(8%)
(18%)
(32%)
(12%)
(14%)
(8%)
(7%)

39
52
67
47
25
23
24

(14%)
(19%)
(24%)
(17%)
(9%)
(8%)
(9%)

(64%)
(18%)
(6%)
(3%)
(9%)

324
82
27
17
7

(71%)
(18%)
(6%)
(4%)
(2%)

208
54
19
10
3

(71%)
(18%)
(7%)
(4%)
(1%)

83
24
4
3
2

(72%)
(21%)
(4%)
(3%)
(2%)

169
49
18
9
34

(61%)
(18%)
(6%)
(3%)
(12%)

WEMWBS: Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale.

58 (19%)
249 (81%)

Did not complete
WEMWBS

18 (15%)
103 (85%)

55 (20%)
224 (80%)
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Table 2 e Changes in WEMWBS, physical activity and fruit and vegetable consumption at baseline (T1), completion of OBOL
(T2) and 3-month follow-up (T3).
Variable
(median value)
WEMWBS

Physical activity >30 min
in past week (times)
Walking >30 min in
past week (times)
Fruits and vegetables,
(portions per day)

Time point

N (people)

T1 (IQR)

T2 (IQR)

T3 (IQR)

Z score

Baseline to completion
Completion to follow-up
Baseline to follow-up
Baseline to completion
Completion to follow-up
Baseline to follow-up
Baseline to completion
Completion to follow-up
Baseline to follow-up
Baseline to completion
Completion to follow-up
Baseline to follow-up

274
99
112
184
76
63
192
79
76
261
96
106

48 (41e55)
e
47 (41e55)
4.0 (3e6)
e
4.0 (3e6.5)
4.5 (3e7)
e
4.5 (3e6)
3.0 (2e4)
e
3.0 (2e4)

53 (46e57)
51 (46e57)
e
5.0 (3e7)
5.0 (3e7)
e
5.0 (3e7)
5.0 (3e7)
e
4.0 (3e5)
4.0 (3e5)
e

e
52 (46e56)
52 (46e56)
e
4.0 (2e5.25)
4.0 (2e5)
e
5.0 (3e7)
5.0 (3e7)
e
4.0 (3e5)
4.0 (3e5)

8.54a
0.75b
4.18a
4.62a
2.99a
0.14a
2.44a
0.28a
1.53a
8.06a
0.97a
4.36a

Sig. P-value
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

< 0.001
¼ 0.45
< 0.001
< 0.001
¼ 0.003
¼ 0.888
¼ 0.015
¼ 0.779
¼ 0.125
< 0.001
¼ 0.334
< 0.001

Effect
size
0.51
0.08
0.40
0.34
0.34
0.02
0.18
0.03
0.18
0.50
0.10
0.42

IQR, interquartile range; OBOL, One Body One Life; WEMWBS, Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale.
a
Based on negative ranks.
b
Based on positive ranks; all tests conducted using Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

change in the physical activity. Change in WEMWBS
following adjustment is reduced but remains significant for
baseline to completion, and baseline to follow-up.

Table 3 e Mixed effects model of lifestyle variables and
mental well-being over time.a,c
Time
Model 1
Baseline to completion
Baseline to follow-up
Age
Gender
Model 2
Baseline to completion
Baseline to follow-up
Age
Gender
Fruit and vegetable
consumption
Model 3
Baseline to completion
Baseline to follow-up
Age
Gender
Physical activity
Model 4
Baseline to completion
Baseline to follow-up
Age
Gender
Fruit and vegetable
consumption
Physical activity
Walking
a

b

c

Estimate SE (b)
(b)

95% CI

P valueb

4.27
3.82
0.77
0.81

0.45
0.65
0.78
0.99

3.39,
2.55,
2.30,
2.77,

5.15
5.10
0.77
1.14

0.000
0.000
0.680
0.382

3.26
2.97
0.13
1.79
1.52

0.47
0.66
0.22
1.00
0.26

2.33,
1.67,
0.58,
3.78,
1.01,

4.19
4.26
0.31
0.19
2.03

0.000
0.000
0.562
0.076
0.000

3.34
2.90
0.35
0.92
0.55

0.50
0.73
0.23
1.05
0.15

2.36,
1.47,
0.11,
2.98,
0.24,

4.33
4.33
0.80
1.14
0.87

0.000
0.000
0.131
0.381
0.000

2.58
2.30
0.17
1.79
1.26

0.54
0.76
0.24
1.08
0.30

1.52,
0.81,
0.31,
3.92,
0.66,

3.63
3.80
0.64
0.32
1.85

0.000
0.003
0.485
0.097
0.000

0.40
0.07

0.19
0.18

0.03, 0.77
0.41, 0.28

0.032
0.704

Estimate b ¼ beta coefficient, model intercept; b expressed in
Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale (WEMWBS) units.
WEMWBS units range from 14e70 where 70 is best possible
mental wellbeing.
Final analytical sample: baseline n ¼ 481, completion n ¼ 307,
follow-up n ¼ 121.
After adjusting for multiple comparisons, the familywise error
rate ¼ 0.008.

Discussion
We undertook a before and after evaluation to assess change
in mental well-being associated with a community-based
healthy living intervention focussing on fruit and vegetable
consumption and physical activity (OBOL). We found significant improvements in mental well-being among participants directly after the intervention which was sustained at
the 3-month follow-up. Physical activity and fruit and
vegetable consumption (but not walking) also increased over
the course of the intervention but only increases in fruit and
vegetable consumption were sustained at follow-up. Fruit
and vegetable consumption showed a greater increase over
time than physical activity. Our linear mixed models
confirmed these findings. Moderate effect size changes in
WEMWBS were observed over time after accounting for age
and gender with change scores falling above the 3 points cut
point shown to be clinically meaningful.26 Change in fruit
and vegetable consumption and change in physical activity
independently explained some, but not all of the change in
mental well-being associated with the intervention; the
extent of variability explained by fruit and vegetable consumption was greater than that for physical activity. This
suggests an association between improvements in mental
well-being and increases in fruit and vegetable consumption. In the wider literature, there is conflicting evidence
about the causal pathway between fruit and vegetable consumption, physical activity and mental health (for which
there is more evidence) and mental well-being (for which
there is less evidence). For physical activity, most reviews
find beneficial effects of exercise on mental health; the evidence on exercise for depression is less conclusive.18,44,45
The combinations of mechanisms which might operate
and the different contexts which might be important to
produce the associations between physical activity and
mental well-being are not well understood.46 It could be that
the type, amount or intensity of physical activity education
in OBOL is not enough to deliver a sustained increase,
reducing any possible effects on mental well-being. Nevertheless small changes were observed but not sustained.
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Our study strengthens the evidence base suggesting that
fruit and vegetable consumption (and the associated nutritional components) is associated with improvements in
mental well-being19,20 and more widely, enhances quality of
mental and physical functioning.22 While we were unable to
investigate the basis for the direct association of OBOL with
improvements in mental well-being, literature exists that
supports the biological and nutritional plausibility of fruit
and vegetable consumption improving health.47e49 Evidence
also exists that suggests improvements in physical and
mental well-being in association with diets rich in fruits and
vegetables,50 improvements in mood following consumption
of vitamin c-rich fruits,51 associations between fruit and
vegetable consumption and greater eudaemonic wellbeing,52 improvements in mental and physical health when
snacking on fruit vs chocolate or crisps53 and for general
weight management.54
This study supports theory suggesting that healthy lifestyle
interventions could improve mental well-being. It suggests
that the improvement in the latter is only partly explained by
improvements in physical activity and healthy eating. The
independent effect on mental well-being could prove generic
to group based, open access, community-based interventions.

Implications for research
Replication of this finding is required in other studies that
could aim to include a control condition, achieve higher rates
of follow-up and use objective measures of fruit and vegetable
consumption and physical activity and that measure BMI or
waist circumference. Although our results are consistent with
a causal effect, they cannot prove this and further studies are
essential. The relationship between change in mental wellbeing and change in fruit and vegetable consumption should
be tested in different samples and contexts to determine the
generalisability and directionality of this finding. Qualitative
research to understand the theory and mechanisms surrounding why healthy living interventions might improve
mental well-being independently of lifestyle changes is
required.

Implications for practice
Further examination of the way group based, open access
lifestyle interventions can affect mental well-being is important for public health practice, the ultimate aim of which is the
improvement of general well-being. The possible effect on
mental well-being of other group base intervention merits
consideration.

Limitations of this study
Only 80% of the participants in the OBOL course took part in
the evaluation. Loss to follow-up was substantial at completion with a third of participants failing to complete this stage
and more still at 3-month follow-up (three quarters of those
assessed by the baseline). This is a problem experienced by
many ‘real world’ community programmes, particularly surrounding participant drop-out,55 and our figures compare well
with those in many community-based evaluations. Though
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we did not detect many differences in demographic or mental
well-being levels between those completing OBOL evaluations
and those who did not, this does not rule out differences between these groups that were not quantitated. We considered
data imputation but because we had sufficient data and our
investigation suggested no differential loss to follow-up this
was not considered to add value to the study.56,57
Self-report is not entirely reliable, and it is possible that
participants may have over or under estimated the amount of
fruits and vegetables they consume,58 the amount of physical
activity they take, or the amount of change in either, with
responses potentially influenced by social desirability bias.59
Other studies could account for this by using objective measures of physical activity (e.g. accelerometer) and fruit and
vegetable consumption,35,60 but these would substantially
increase the cost of evaluation. It is possible that reported
changes could be due to factors that we did not study such as
changes in other dietary habits.
BMI was measured in OBOL, but unfortunately we did not
have the access to these data. Change in BMI may have been
an important factor in the network of associations at play in
OBOL. OBOL may partly have an effect on well-being via
change in BMI, and OBOL did in fact demonstrate moderate
changes in BMI in previous OBOL cohorts.29 Future studies
should definitely include objective measures of BMI and of
change in BMI to further explore this relationship.
Due to the study design, we cannot determine the causal
pathway of the relationship between mental well-being and
fruit and vegetable consumption (in addition to physical activity) with any degree of certainty; further testing and replication of the finding in different contexts is required.
Conducting the study on an intervention embedded in
practice meant tight budgets, relatively high turnover rates of
staff working to capacity and technical and logistical challenges to overcome in situ. Even though our study was pragmatic, we identified substantial clinically and statistically
significant changes in mental well-being of importance both
for future research and public health practice.

Conclusions
We found statistically significant and clinically meaningful
improvements in mental well-being among participants
directly after the OBOL intervention which was sustained at
the 3-month follow-up. Our findings suggest that public
health interventions aiming at improving physical health also
improve mental well-being, and this relationship is partly but
not wholly explained by fruit and vegetable consumption and
physical activity. These findings contribute to a growing body
of knowledge on the contribution of lifestyle interventions to
promoting and sustaining mental well-being.
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